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This series demonstrates an alignment between the Genesis creation narrative and scientific

observation as well as elucidates the biblical timeline of human history and a timeline for the

End of Days. This anthology consists of the is the first three books in the series . The Genesis

One Code demonstrates an alignment between the dates of key events pertaining to the

development of the universe and the appearance of life on earth as described in Chapters 1

and 2 of Genesis and those derived from scientific theory and observation. The Broken Gift

follows and extends the scope of The Genesis One Code to include the appearance and early

history of humans as described in Chapters 2 to 11 of Genesis, comparing the biblical

chronology with dates derived from scientific theory and observation. Roadmap to the End of

Days explains the biblical timeline of human history and a timeline for the End of Days, placing

recent history in context and providing a glimpse of what is coming next.

"I found Gertz's book refreshing and eye-opening. His book offers for changing the interpretive

paradigm of military ethics instruction and analysis, and for motivating caregivers to reassess

their boilerplate civilian judgments of troubled soldiers." - Matthew Hallgarth (Major USAF

ret.), Journal of Military Ethics"The significance of Gertz's analysis is that a new aspect of

moral injury is added to the current dialogue--that of injury to morality itself." - Dena

Hurst, Phenomenology Reviews"...an intricate critique of the moral conundrums involved in war

and peace [that] makes evaluations that will resonate with those who are familiar with a range

of theoretical perspectives, from classical philosophy, to political theory, to studies of affect

phenomenology." - Esther Adaire, The LSE Review of Books"...an invaluable book...tracing the

holes and flaws in commonly held philosophical approaches to not just war, but also crucially,

the human cost of war and trauma." - Jon Greenaway, The Marx and Philosophy Review of

Books --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorNolen Gertz is an Assistant

Professor of Applied Philosophy at the University of Twente in the Netherlands. He is the

Coordinator of the 4TU.Centre for Ethics and Technology's Task Force on Risk, Safety, and

Security, as well as a Research Associate in Military Ethics at the Inamori International Center

for Ethics and Excellence at Case Western Reserve University. He specializes in applied

ethics, political philosophy, and existential phenomenology. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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The Bible Meets ScienceThe AnthologyDaniel FriedmannInsopired BooksCopyright © 2021

Daniel FriedmannAll rights reservedThe characters and events portrayed in this book are

fictitious. Any similarity to real persons, living or dead, is coincidental and not intended by the

author.No part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in

any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise,

without express written permission of the publisher.Author website:

www.danielfriedmannbooks.caAuthor email: friedmann.edaniel@gmail.comThe AnthologyThe

Genesis One Code demonstrates an alignment between the dates of key events pertaining to

the development of the universe and the appearance of life on earth as described in Chapters

1 and 2 of Genesis and those derived from scientific theory and observation.The Broken Gift

follows and extends the scope of The Genesis One Code to include the appearance and early

history of humans as described in Chapters 2 to 11 of Genesis, comparing the biblical

chronology with dates derived from scientific theory and observation.Roadmap to the End of

Days explains the biblical timeline of human history and a timeline for the End of Days, placing

recent history in context and providing a glimpse of what is coming next.Read and excerpt of

Chapter 1 of Mysteries of the First Instant - here.The Genesis One Codeby Daniel

FriedmannInspired Studies — Book 1Third Edition © 2016, Daniel FriedmannSecond Edition ©

2012, Daniel FriedmannFirst Edition © 2011, Daniel FriedmannAll rights reserved. No part of

this eBook may be used, transmitted, resold or reproduced in any manner or means

whatsoever without the prior written permission of the Author.For information contact: Inspired

BooksDedicationTo Michael, Zach, and Jane, who ask deep questions and are not afraid to

explore answers from diverse bodies of knowledge.Praise for Daniel Friedmann’sThe Genesis

One Code“Daniel Friedmann is an inquisitive, questioning and thinking Jew, and his book will

help reaffirm the faith of many like him.” — Rabbi Tzvi Freeman, author of Bringing Heaven

Down To Earth.“The book is engrossing. His presentation is persuasive and devoid of

insistence. In essence, he argues that, just as a blueprint provides a scale reference to the

finished building, there is a mathematical scale that reconciles the events of Genesis to the

findings of science.” — The National Post“How things started has been a hot topic since

Darwin’s theory of evolution and the subsequent discoveries of physicists and scientists

throughout the subsequent centuries. Usually a book appears as a rant, descrying the ‘other

side’ of the debate from the vantage of the writer’s opinion. The genuine pleasure of reading

this book is the gentle manner in which the author marries the two concepts, not debunking

either, but demonstrating through his scholarship how he believes that scientific theory and

spiritual theory enhance each other.What the book does not do is further separate the two

visions of the beginning of the universe and the beginning of life: Friedmann has taken the time

to study the forms of the various names of the creator and the terms of the steps of

development of the universe as we have grown to know it and to explore it, and in doing so he

acts as the glue to bind both theories, putting to rest the hostilities of the arguments from both

sides as being the only way conceivable!Whether the reader enters this discussion from the

purely religious side or from the purely scientific side, the one (of many) points that Friedmann

makes is that there is no reason for combative separatism.” — Grady Harp, Hall of Fame/TOP

50 Reviewer, Ebook Tops“As a Rabbi, who was once a bio-organic chemist, the issues of

creation science and biblical narrative has been an area of particular interest. The subject

matter is one which requires a dual loyalty: one to an accurate reading of the Torah and

another to valid empirical and theoretical science.Daniel Friedmann is an individual thoroughly



committed to both of these disciplines, accuracy in Torah and in Science. And his book

The Genesis One Code is reflective of this commitment. He has provided valuable theories for

advancing a true synthesis of the disparate elements, and is not afraid to admit epistemological

lacunae or intellectual challenges.Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the book is how well

synchronized Friedmann’s theories are with the empirical chronology of the natural record.” —

Rabbi A. Rosenblatt, Congregation Schara Tzedeck, Vancouver, B.C.“Reading

The Genesis One Code is a faith affirming adventure! Daniel Friedmann has done an insightful

and entertaining presentation of the meaning of the first chapter of Genesis. Not since the

Protestant Evangelical Dr. Hugh Ross of Reasons to Believe came out with his support of the

‘Big Bang’ theory, have I felt that ‘more light has been given to our generation’ regarding the

debates concerning creation. I for one am fascinated and highly recommend the reading and

re-reading of this text.” — Pastor Jim Allen, Shabbona United Church, Chicago

The AnthologyDaniel FriedmannInsopired BooksCopyright © 2021 Daniel FriedmannAll rights

reservedThe characters and events portrayed in this book are fictitious. Any similarity to real

persons, living or dead, is coincidental and not intended by the author.No part of this book may

be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written

permission of the publisher.Author website: www.danielfriedmannbooks.caAuthor email:

friedmann.edaniel@gmail.comThe AnthologyThe Genesis One Code demonstrates an

alignment between the dates of key events pertaining to the development of the universe and

the appearance of life on earth as described in Chapters 1 and 2 of Genesis and those derived

from scientific theory and observation.The Broken Gift follows and extends the scope of The

Genesis One Code to include the appearance and early history of humans as described in

Chapters 2 to 11 of Genesis, comparing the biblical chronology with dates derived from

scientific theory and observation.Roadmap to the End of Days explains the biblical timeline of

human history and a timeline for the End of Days, placing recent history in context and

providing a glimpse of what is coming next.Read and excerpt of Chapter 1 of Mysteries of the

First Instant - here.The Genesis One Codeby Daniel FriedmannInspired Studies — Book

1Third Edition © 2016, Daniel FriedmannSecond Edition © 2012, Daniel FriedmannFirst

Edition © 2011, Daniel FriedmannAll rights reserved. No part of this eBook may be used,

transmitted, resold or reproduced in any manner or means whatsoever without the prior written

permission of the Author.For information contact: Inspired BooksDedicationTo Michael, Zach,

and Jane, who ask deep questions and are not afraid to explore answers from diverse bodies

of knowledge.Praise for Daniel Friedmann’sThe Genesis One Code“Daniel Friedmann is an

inquisitive, questioning and thinking Jew, and his book will help reaffirm the faith of many like

him.” — Rabbi Tzvi Freeman, author of Bringing Heaven Down To Earth.“The book is

engrossing. His presentation is persuasive and devoid of insistence. In essence, he argues

that, just as a blueprint provides a scale reference to the finished building, there is a

mathematical scale that reconciles the events of Genesis to the findings of science.” — The

National Post“How things started has been a hot topic since Darwin’s theory of evolution and

the subsequent discoveries of physicists and scientists throughout the subsequent centuries.

Usually a book appears as a rant, descrying the ‘other side’ of the debate from the vantage of

the writer’s opinion. The genuine pleasure of reading this book is the gentle manner in which

the author marries the two concepts, not debunking either, but demonstrating through his

scholarship how he believes that scientific theory and spiritual theory enhance each

other.What the book does not do is further separate the two visions of the beginning of the



universe and the beginning of life: Friedmann has taken the time to study the forms of the

various names of the creator and the terms of the steps of development of the universe as we

have grown to know it and to explore it, and in doing so he acts as the glue to bind both

theories, putting to rest the hostilities of the arguments from both sides as being the only way

conceivable!Whether the reader enters this discussion from the purely religious side or from

the purely scientific side, the one (of many) points that Friedmann makes is that there is no

reason for combative separatism.” — Grady Harp, Hall of Fame/TOP 50 Reviewer, Ebook

Tops“As a Rabbi, who was once a bio-organic chemist, the issues of creation science and

biblical narrative has been an area of particular interest. The subject matter is one which

requires a dual loyalty: one to an accurate reading of the Torah and another to valid empirical

and theoretical science.Daniel Friedmann is an individual thoroughly committed to both of

these disciplines, accuracy in Torah and in Science. And his book The Genesis One Code is

reflective of this commitment. He has provided valuable theories for advancing a true synthesis

of the disparate elements, and is not afraid to admit epistemological lacunae or intellectual

challenges.Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the book is how well synchronized

Friedmann’s theories are with the empirical chronology of the natural record.” — Rabbi A.

Rosenblatt, Congregation Schara Tzedeck, Vancouver, B.C.“Reading The Genesis One Code

is a faith affirming adventure! Daniel Friedmann has done an insightful and entertaining

presentation of the meaning of the first chapter of Genesis. Not since the Protestant

Evangelical Dr. Hugh Ross of Reasons to Believe came out with his support of the ‘Big Bang’

theory, have I felt that ‘more light has been given to our generation’ regarding the debates

concerning creation. I for one am fascinated and highly recommend the reading and re-reading

of this text.” — Pastor Jim Allen, Shabbona United Church, Chicago“Launch into this

enlightening trek that provides a startlingly poetic symbiosis between religion and science.

Readers with a knowledge-craving, open mind will thoroughly enjoy this read and be delighted

by its many elements and propositions.” — Night Owl Reviews“Regardless of where you stand

when it comes to the origin of the universe, The Genesis One Code is a worthwhile read. I

could not put it down once I was finally able to start reading…and it certainly did provide me

with some fresh insight as to how creation from a Catholic standpoint can be in agreement with

creation from a scientific standpoint.” — The Catholic Science Geek“Daniel Friedmann's

breakout book, The Genesis One Code, provides the reader with an excellent comparison

between biblical teaching and scientific theory. It is a read you don't want to miss. When was

the dawn of creation? Six thousand years ago with a divine act or 14 billion years ago with the

Big Bang. Friedmann does not try to influence readers one way or the

other. The Genesis One Code is masterfully done.” — Richard Sand, award winning

author“Friedmann gives us an opportunity to reconcile divergent views on creation in a

thoughtful and insightful work. Will the two sides heed this offer for greater understanding or

will they see his work as peripheral and find some superficial "sound bite" way to dismiss him.

Time will tell. Regardless, he has done us all a service by taking this high road of reconciliation

while maintaining the integrity of the two opposing sides.” — CFO large, high tech company“I

really enjoyed reading The Genesis One Code. Friedmann writes in a pointed voice, easy to

understand and follow, supporting his ideas with referenced resources. The Bible dates back

so much farther than scientific discovery and it's always bothered me that science attempts to

discount that God created the world. It makes me much happier to see an alignment of science

and creation, since God created both anyway! Five stars for this book!” — Planet Weidknecht“If

you are looking to read something that will increase your knowledge as well as make you think

about your own viewpoints, this is the book for you. I also recommend this book for Catholics



who, although have no "official" teaching on the Evolution and Big Bang Theories, are

encouraged to come to their own positions that compliment faith and

science. The Genesis One Code will provide an insight towards thinking of religion and science

as complimentary disciplines that can both lead humanity to understanding the truth.” — Br.

Vito Martinez, Capuchin Franciscans“For those who question how to reconcile the biblical

account of the beginnings of the universe with the scientific theory of the Big Bang, Daniel

Friedmann’s The Genesis One Code will be a welcome read, especially as we witness the

origins debate seep into the public’s political, social, educational and theological

conversations. By placing the two accounts side by side, Friedmann examines the timelines

provided in the Book of Genesis and the Big Bang theory, and finds a great deal of overlap.” —
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convinced that current scientific theories and data explain our origins? At the same time, do

you have a knowledge of the Bible and its seeming incompatibility with science?Do you believe

that God created the world and that all answers pertaining to our origins are clearly provided in

the scriptures? At the same time, do you have a basic understanding of science and its

apparent incongruity with some of the teachings of your religion?Are you familiar with the

basics of both religion and science, yet cannot reconcile their explanations of our origins?At

the start of this journey, I too, was unsure whether or not the answers found in science books

and religious scriptures could be reconciled. Having explored both in some depth, I can now



say that such reconciliation is not out of the question. This book attempts to demonstrate the

reconciliation with respect to two major areas: the timing of the formation of the universe, and

the emergence and development of life on Earth.First, let me tell you about my background

and potential biases.I began with knowledge gained from a basic religious upbringing and a

high school science education. Both bodies of knowledge were fascinating, yet appeared

incompatible. As I furthered my scientific education, I initially came to think that science books

answered everything. Yet, by my fourth year at university, some fundamental questions

concerning our origins began to re-appear. In science texts, some answers were not available,

some answers were strange, and some answers were so metaphysical they looked like

religious answers. So, I went back to study religion, this time also studying the mystical

component of interpretation. Answers to my questions began to appear.The Genesis creation

narrative provides the basis for an understanding of our origins. While The Genesis One Code

is based primarily on the creation narrative, in order to delve deep into the subject’s mysteries I

relied on Jewish sources exclusively, since the background of my religious education is based

in Judaism. For readers with different religious backgrounds (or none at all), I would ask that

you please continue to read on. You may find that the various sources pertaining to origins

have more in common than perhaps you expected. Certainly, such widely divergent narratives

as the six days of creation as revealed in religious texts, versus the billions of years as

described in scientific theories, present a key challenge for us all. They would seem

incompatible and irreconcilable; however, I am convinced they are not.This book presents a

direct and rigorous analysis of creation events and their times of occurrence as described in

both Genesis and in the latest scientific literature. There is no intention to either discredit or

excuse any body of knowledge or any particular religious belief. On the contrary, the thesis of

The Genesis One Code is that both science texts and the Bible effectively describe our

universe and its development.No attempt is made to present why they are either compatible or

incompatible by providing arguments that, although potentially powerful, cannot be

proved conclusively. Instead, in The Genesis One Code, every attempt is made to reconcile

religion-based creation events and their timing with the same events studied by scientists.

Putting aside personal beliefs and focusing only on the events and their timing, we find an

alignment— a startling alignment. This book aims to illustrate the alignment. My hope is that

once you have discerned such alignment, you can then ponder our origins with a newly

reconciled set of stories—the biblical story, which is thousands of years old, and the scientific

story, which is very new.Chapter 1 — IntroductionModern science has declared that the

universe is 13.8 billion years old and that life emerged on Earth some 3.5 billion years ago. The

Big Bang theory and the neo-Darwinian synthesis[1] are widely accepted by the scientific

community as explanations for how the universe came to be and how the many species, past

and present, came about.Yet the findings and theories of science don’t always sit well with

those who hold religious beliefs about the cause, nature and purpose of the universe and

humankind. For many believers, God created the universe and life in six days, about 6,000

years ago.These scientific and religious timelines seem incompatible, leading to what is

commonly known as the “creation-evolution controversy” or the “origins debate”.The creation–

evolution controversy originated in Europe and North America in the late 18th century, when

discoveries in geology led to various theories of an ancient Earth, and fossils showing past

extinctions prompted early ideas of evolution. Religious believers responded to the old Earth

evidence by interpreting the six days of creation as six epochs. This accommodation of the

timelines allowed the dialogue between science and religion to continue into the early 20th

century. However, during the past 50 years, both sides have become more polarized in their



views, and dialogue has decreased significantly. Many religious believers have moved toward a

fundamentalist interpretation of a literal six days, in opposition to scientists who take the strict

view of evolution as a struggle for survival among randomly mutating genes, with no room for

God.Today the American general public[2] remains divided by the origins debate. Surveys

indicate that 42% believe God specially created the first humans, 31% affirm that God guided

evolution, and only about 19% accept the God-less theory of origins that dominates

science.Let’s look at the foundations of the scientific and religious belief systems.Scientific

ObservationScience is the systematic process of gathering information about the world and

organizing it into theories and laws that can be tested. The scientific approach works very well

when applied to existing phenomena and events. But what about events that occurred in the

distant past?Today’s scientists can observe the results of what happened almost at the

universe’s beginning; however, there is no record, written or otherwise, of what actually jump-

started its inception. Hence, these scientists use experimentation to test the most reasonable

theories of the universe’s origins, and they do so by studying our present geological world and

astral space, as well as the findings of previous researchers.The Big Bang theory suggests

that the universe was originally very hot and dense, about 13.8 billion years ago, and then it

began to expand quickly. The universe has since cooled while continuing to expand. This

theory is based on observed scientific evidence.[3]Although this model is not yet able to

explain how and from where the constituents of the universe and the laws of physics emerged,

it does powerfully describe the development of the universe from that initial time period. Matter

created in the original moment continued to expand, which led to slightly denser volumes of

matter that, due to gravity, attracted additional matter and became dense enough to form stars,

galaxies, and other astronomical bodies.Life on Earth has left a clear, measurable record in the

form of fossils. These are the preserved remains or traces of animals, plants, and other

organisms from the remote past. We call this the fossil record. Fossils vary in size from

microscopic, such as single bacterial cells, to gigantic, such as dinosaurs and trees. The fossil

record depicts life’s history during its unfolding across 3.5 billion years and has been used to

construct a timeline of major events in the development of life on Earth.Integrating the timelines

from the Big Bang theory and the fossil record allows us to scientifically and chronologically

date key events from the beginning of the universe up to the present day. We will refer to this

as the science-derived timeline for the development of the universe and life on Earth.Still, all

the knowledge that has so far been collected about the nature of our universe leaves some

questions unanswered. Many who study science believe that the theory of a 13.8 billion-year-

old universe and a 4.5 billion-year-old Earth is relatively accurate. But others find this body of

science-derived information inadequate or even inaccurate; instead, they believe that God is

the architect of Creation.Religious BeliefsMany believers consider the Bible’s Five Books of

Moses to be the revealed Word of God. To some, this means that these books (along with

other scriptures as well as oral traditions) were given to Moses in exactly the form we have

them today.
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